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Abstract
Objectives: Low back pain (LBP) is the global leading cause of disability with over eighty percent of the population experiencing an episode
of LBP. A new emerging technology, low-level laser therapy (LLLT) has demonstrated promising results for the treatment of various chronic
musculoskeletal conditions. The objective of the following review was to analyze data from two separate double-blind placebo-controlled trials
using red 635 nm low-level laser for the treatment of chronic low back pain.

Materials and Methods: Subjects (n=120) were males and females, ages 18 years or older with episodic chronic low back pain of at least 3
months duration. Subjects received eight laser treatments to the lower back region consisting of two procedures per week, 3 to 4 days apart. The
low-level laser device contained three independent 17 mW, 635 nm red laser diodes (Erchonia® FX-635™; Erchonia Corporation, Melbourne, FL).
The primary efficacy assessment was the change in visual analog scale (VAS) pain scores. The predefined outcome measure was the proportion
of subjects achieving a ≥30% change in VAS pain scores at a 2-month follow-up assessment. Overall study success was predefined as a ≥35%
between-group difference in the proportion of subjects achieving treatment success.
Results: 80% of subjects treated with the low-level laser achieved a ≥30% decrease in low back pain VAS scores vs. 28% of placebo-treated
subjects (52% difference; p<0.00001). The mean decrease in low back pain VAS scores was 36.59 points for subjects treated with the laser vs.
8.70 points for placebo-treated subjects (27.89-point difference; p<0.0001).
Conclusion: The data demonstrates the clinical utility of low-level laser for treatment of LBP. Based on efficacy and safety, 635 nm red laser
has received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) market clearance for use to provide relief of minor chronic low back pain. (K180197).
Keywords: Low-level laser therapy; Low back pain; Chronic pain; Clinical trial; Laser pharmacology

Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is the global leading cause of disability
with over 80 percent of the population experiencing an episode of
LBP at some time during life [1]. An estimated 264 million days of
work per year are lost due to LBP [2]. The condition also presents
a major challenge to United States health system, with total costs
estimated to be between 100–200 billion dollars annually, twothirds of which are due to decreased wages and productivity [3].
The point prevalence has been shown to increase with advancing
age, from 4.2% among individuals 24 to 39 years old to 19.6%
among those 20 to 59 years old [4]. It is among the ten leading
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causes of years lived with disability in every country surveyed [5].
In the United States, LBP has a point prevalence of approximately
12%, a 1-month prevalence of 23%, a 1-year prevalence of 38%
and a lifetime prevalence of 40% [6]. Among all types of disorders
in the United States, low-back pain ranks third for disabilityadjusted life-years and first by years lived with disability [7].
One common treatment for LBP, is the use of Non-steroidal antiinflammatory (NSAID) drugs. For acute LBP, traditional NSAIDs do
reduce pain, without any clear evidence that one agent is superior
to another [8]. However, NSAID treatment should be used for
the shortest time at the lowest dose that achieves adequate pain
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relief [8]. Short-term use of NSAIDs is appropriate in most cases
of acute LBP [8]. The toxicities of chronic NSAID administration
are concerning, hence only a very small number of chronic LBP
patients should use NSAIDs, besides an as needed basis [8]. The
burden of toxicity from NSAIDs denies what had been the widely
held perspective that NSAIDs are “safer” analgesics. Both Cox-1
and Cox-2 inhibitors have adverse drug reactions in both the
short term and the long term. It has been reported that as many
as 107,000 hospitalizations and 16,500 deaths annually in the
United States may be attributable to NSAID toxicity [9]. Through
the 1990s it was suggested that for every dollar spent on NSAIDs,
treatment of NSAID toxicity cost $1.25 [10].

In meta-analysis of 35 randomized placebo-controlled trials,
[11] NSAIDs reduced spinal pain and disability but provided
clinically unimportant effects over placebo. For one participant
to achieve clinically important pain reduction, six participants
are needed to be treated with NSAIDs, rather than placebo [11].
Opioids appear to have short-term efficacy for treating chronic
LBP with much less evidence supporting long-term use [12],
possibly due to tolerance [13], and may not provide additional
benefits over the use of NSAIDS alone [14]. Half of patients treated
with opioids discontinue using them due to lack of efficacy or
adverse events [15], including constipation, nausea, sedation
addiction, and overdose-related mortality [12].

Noninvasive, drug-free treatments for LBP are becoming more
prevalent and recommended. The American College of Physicians
(ACP) developed a guideline to present evidence and provide
clinical recommendations on noninvasive treatment of low back
pain [16]. Included in the list of strong recommendations is the use
of low-level laser therapy [16]. In addition, low-level laser became
more recognized option for LBP in 2018 when The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) cleared the first laser device (Erchonia®
FX-635™) as an adjunct to provide relief of minor chronic low back
pain of musculoskeletal origin (K180197) [17]. The treatment
administered red 635nm non-thermal laser. The objective of the
following review is to analyze data from two separate doubleblind placebo-controlled studies totaling 120 subjects assessing
the improvement in chronic low back pain following treatment of
the red 635 nm nonthermal laser.

Methods

Data is compiled from two IRB-approved clinical trials
which included four different independent investigator test
sites. Both clinical trials were double-blind, placebo-controlled
design. A computer program was used to perform the participant
group assignment. The double-blind component of the study
was established by including a treatment investigator and
an assessment investigator. The treatment investigator was
responsible for administering the active and placebo interventions.
That investigator was the only individual present in the room
during the treatment phase and did not participate in the pre- or
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post-treatment evaluation activities. The assessment investigator
was responsible for conducting the pre- and post-procedure
evaluations and determining the diagnosis and eligibility of the
participants for study participation. The assessment investigator
was never aware of the participants’ group allocation. Additionally,
the study participants were never informed of their group
assignment and wore darkened protective glasses designed to
ﬁlter out the laser light during the treatment procedure.
Study subjects were male or female, ≥18 years old and
recruited from among each investigators’ pool of patients and
individuals responding to local recruitment flyers and print
ads. Qualifying subjects received financial compensation for
completed study compliance and participation. Low back pain
was of musculoskeletal origin involving lumbar sprain, strain or
stretch injury to the ligaments, tendons, and/or muscles of the
low back in the absence of nerve root compromise. Each subject
was required to have primary pain located in the left, right or both
sides of the lower back, defined as the area between the lowest
rib and the crease of the buttocks. Diagnosis included a history
of initial LBP onset occurring after one or more of the following
events: known injury, such as an accident or fall; overexertion
of a muscle, such as after unusual amounts of exercise or
unaccustomed activity, or sustained positioning (strain injury);
or sudden force or movement exerted upon ligaments, such as
unusual turning or twisting (sprain injury). Subjects experienced
at least two of the following: pain and/or loss of function such as
inability to turn, twist or bend normally; pain located along lower
back and upper buttocks which may radiate into surrounding
tissue; pain that worsens with activity; painful muscle spasms
that can worsen with activity or at night while asleep; or history
of prior back injury.

Diagnosis was further based on a physical examination
which revealed at least three of the following features: inability
or difficulty straightening into normal posture while standing;
activities such as sitting, standing, walking or driving are limited,
difficult or impossible; palpation of muscles in lower lumbar area
reveals local tenderness and muscle spasm while lying in prone
position; change in sensation and/or motor function of knees and
ankles; raising straight leg from supine position produces sciatica;
or upon observation, there is no notable posture, spinal alignment
or other back deformities. The LBP was chronic, defined as
ongoing over ≥3 preceding months, with pain having occurred
on ≥15 days of each preceding month, and each episode lasting
≥24 hours followed by a subsequent period of ≥24 hours without
pain. Other inclusion criteria included a self-reported score of ≥40
on the 100-point Visual Analog Scale (VAS) pain scale; ability to
refrain from consuming analgesic, anti-inflammatory or muscle
relaxing medications throughout the study except for the studyrelated pain relief medication; refraining from other therapies for
managing LBP, such as physical therapy, occupational therapy and
hot or cold packs, chiropractic care or acupuncture; and ability to
complete a daily patient diary.
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Subjects with LBP known to be caused by the following
etiologies were excluded from study participation: mechanical
(apophyseal osteoarthritis, thoracic or lumbar spinal stenosis,
spondylolisthesis), inflammatory (ankylosing spondylitis,
rheumatoid arthritis, infection), neoplastic (primary or metastatic
bone tumors, intradural spinal tumors), metabolic (osteoporotic
fractures, osteomalacia, chondrocalcinosis) or psychosomatic
conditions (tension myositis syndrome). Other exclusion criteria
included the use of the muscle relaxants cyclobenzaprine,
diazepam or meprobamate within the prior 30 days, use of the
muscle relaxants carisoprodal or metaxalone within the prior 7
days, initiation of the antidepressants duloxetine or a tricyclic
or serotonin-selective reuptake inhibitor within the prior 30
days, systemic corticosteroid therapy or narcotics within 30
days; infection, wound or other external trauma to the planned
treatment area; prior back or spine surgery; history of alcohol
or other substance abuse; pregnancy, breast feeding, or planning
pregnancy prior to the end of the study; participation in a clinical
study or other type of research during the past 30 days.

Intervention

The low-level laser device used in this study was comprised
of three independent 17 mW, 635 nm red laser diodes mounted
in a scanner device with flexible arms (Erchonia® FX-635™;
Erchonia Corporation, Melbourne, FL). The device utilizes internal
mechanics that collects light emitted from each laser diode that is
processed through a proprietary patented lens which redirects
into a line generated beam. The device then applies the line laser
light into a spiraling circle pattern that is totally random and
independent of the other diodes. The device delivers 10.2 joules
to each of the three treated areas consisting of the lower spine and
both hip flexors. As the device mechanically scans the three areas
simultaneously, the estimated amount of total energy delivered is
0.0865 J/cm2. The placebo group participants were treated using
the same multi-head device, however the placebo group instead
received treatment from light-emitting diodes (LED), which
produced noncoherent light of the same color when activated.
Eye protection was provided for use by the investigator and the
subject (Laser Safety Industries; St. Paul, MN).

Procedures

Eligible subjects entered a 2-day pretreatment Washout
Phase and abstained from non-study related medications for low
back pain and began using the as-needed study rescue medication
acetaminophen 325 mg tablets (Tylenol®; McNeil Consumer
Healthcare, Fort Washington, PA) which continued until the end
of the post-treatment evaluation phase. Upon waking on these
2 days, subjects recorded their pain severity using the 0-100
VAS scale and completed the daily diary documenting study
compliance. Subjects were then randomized to receive treatment
with the active or placebo light in double-blind fashion. Each
subject received eight 20-minute treatments applied to the
lower back region with their assigned treatment group over a
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consecutive 4-week period consisting of two procedures per
week, 3-4 days apart. Each procedure administration occurred at
the investigator’s test site.

Outcome Measures

The pain severity was assessed using a 0-100 Visual Analog
Scale (VAS). The VAS is a 100 mm horizontal line on which the
patient’s pain intensity is represented by a point between the
extremes of “no pain at all” and “worst pain imaginable”. The VAS
is widely used across a broad range of populations and clinical
settings and has been well-accepted as a generic pain measure
for many years [18]. VAS evaluation was completed within ten
minutes following each study procedure and repeated at study
endpoint 2-months post-treatment. The following analysis is
based on the change in mean pre-treatment subject VAS scores at
study endpoint.

Efficacy Endpoint

The aim of each of these studies was to determine if the
treatment effect of the Erchonia laser device for the active
treatment group was more effective than placebo treatment
for alleviating LBP. The Primary efficacy outcome measure was
predefined as the difference in the proportion of subjects between
test and control groups who achieved a clinically meaningful
and statistically significant decrease in self-reported VAS low
back pain rating of 30% or greater at study endpoint relative to
baseline. The clinical relevance of a 30% change in VAS score was
previously established by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Division of Surgical, Orthopedic and Restorative Devices through
numerous pre-investigational device exemption (IDE) reviews.
Overall study success was predefined as at least a 35% difference
in the proportion of individual subject successes between
procedure groups.

Statistical Analysis

A t-test for independent samples was used to analyze betweengroup differences in demographics and baseline characteristics. A
Fischer’s Exact Test for two independent proportions was used
to analyze primary efficacy, and an ANCOVA analysis was used to
analyze the mean change in low back pain VAS scores. As every
randomized subject completed all study visits and procedures
and had all study measurements recorded through the final
evaluation, only an intent-to-treat analysis was performed for
primary outcome success.

Ethics

The study protocols and related materials were approved by
a commercial institutional review board (Western Institutional
Review Board, Olympia, WA; IRB number 20120787 and
20151815) and conformed to the good Clinical Practice guidelines
of the International Conference on Harmonization. All subjects
provided signed informed consent prior to participating in any
study-related activities.
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Results

Primary Efficacy Measure

Demographics

At the end of the study, 80% of subjects treated with low
level laser achieved a ≥30% decrease in baseline LBP VAS scores
vs. 28% of subjects treated with the placebo device, a difference
of 52% (p<0.00001). The mean decrease in LBP VAS scores was
36.59 points for subjects treated with the laser vs. 8.70 points
for subjects treated with the placebo device, a difference of 27.89
points (p<0.001) (Table 2 and Chart 1).

The 120 participating subjects were randomized to the
active (n=60) and placebo treatment groups (n=60). All subjects
completed the study according to protocol. Demographics and
baseline characteristics of enrolled subjects are summarized in
Table 1. A t-test for independent samples revealed no statistically
significant between-group differences for any parameter.
Table 1: Demographics and Baseline Characteristics.
Test
(n=60)

Placebo
(n=60)

Mean Age, years (SD)

49.4 (15.2)

48.0 (15.14)

Male

28

32

Caucasian

50

42

African American

4

5

Gender
Female

Race/Ethnicity
Hispanic
Asian

Mean Pain Duration,
months (SD)

32

3
3

89.5 (87.9)

28

10
3

93 (96.7)

Table 2: Baseline and Endpoint VAS by Treatment Group.
Test Group (n=60)

Baseline
Endpoint
Change

Placebo Group (n=60)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

60.15

12.51

57.50

12.00

-36.59

21.02

-8.70

20.56

23.56

22.84

Primary Safety Measure

48.80

23.13

No adverse events were reported by any subject throughout
the duration of the study.

Visual Analog Scale Low Back Pain Scores

Among subjects treated with LLLT, there was a progressive
and substantial decrease in mean LBP VAS scores throughout the
duration of the study (Chart 1). In contrast, there was a small
decrease in VAS scores among placebo-treated subjects which was
not clinically meaningful.

Chart 1: Change in Mean VAS Score from Baseline to Endpoint by Treatment Group.

Subject Satisfaction
Subjects rated their satisfaction with the change in LBP at
the study endpoint. Using the 5-point Likert scale in response to
the question “Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with
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any change in the pain in your lower back following the study
procedures with the study laser device?,” 47 subjects randomized
to active treatment were satisfied vs. 19 placebo-treated subjects
(Table 3).
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Table 3: Category of Satisfaction Responses by Treatment Group.
Test group (n=60)

Placebo group (n=60)

n (%)

n (%)

Very satisfied

31 (52%)

6 (10%)

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

9 (15%)

Somewhat satisfied
Not very satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Discussion

16 (27%)

13 (22%)

3 (5%)

13 (22%)

1 (1%)

20 (33%)
8 (13%)

The process of LLLT is based on a photochemical reaction
in which discrete units called photons are absorbed within the
visible spectrum (380–700 nm). The photon-induced chemistry
ultimately gives rise to the observable effect at the biological
level [19]. If light of a particular wavelength is not absorbed by
a system, no photochemistry will occur, and no photobiological
effects will be observed, no matter how long one irradiates with
that wavelength of light [20]. The wavelength used in this review
was 635nm (red) laser which is in the visible light spectrum.

The enzyme, cytochrome c oxidase (CCO) has been shown
to be activated in vitro by red laser (633 nm) [21]. Therefore,
optimal biological stimulation can be achieved utilizing a device
that emits light within the red spectrum. UV and visible light are
absorbed by proteins and pigments, whereas the absorption of
infrared light can be attributed to water molecules [22]. Water has
a narrow window of transparency which includes the visible light
spectrum (400-700nm) [23]. There is no physical mechanism
which produces transitions in the visible light spectrum, as it is too
energetic for the vibrations of the water molecule and below the
energies needed to cause electronic transitions [23]. The infrared
light spectrum exhibits strong absorption from vibrations of the
water molecule. The result of infrared absorption is heating of
the tissue since it increases molecular vibrational activity [23].
Infrared radiation does penetrate the skin further than visible
light.23 The primary mechanism for the absorption of visible light
photons is the elevation of electrons to higher energy levels [23].
Simply, while visible light can produce photochemical effects,
infrared only produces molecular rotations and vibrations [24].
The benefits of infrared wavelengths on low back pain are still
unsubstantiated. One study showed that infrared laser combined
with exercise is more beneficial than exercise alone for chronic
low back, however there was no difference in the laser group
alone and the placebo laser after six weeks of invervention [25].
A systematic review of twelve randomized controlled studies
all emitting infrared wavelengths on pain associated with nonspeciﬁc low back pain [26], concluded that the current evidence
does not support the use of laser to decrease pain and disability
in people with non-speciﬁc LBP. Another type of light source
being marketed for low back pain is light emitting diode (LED).
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Based on the outcomes in the two reviewed double-blind placebocontrolled studies, in which the placebo group received LED
treatment, it can be concluded that laser is superior to LED in
reducing pain associated with low back pain and should be the
first line of therapy. Currently there are no FDA cleared infrared
lasers or light emitting diodes for low back pain.

The intracellular effects generated by the absorption of 635nm
irradiation are responsible for the reduction of inflammatory
phase and the expression of genes involved in tissue repair. These
changes are defined as Laser Pharmacology™ which describes the
discipline in which a series of interactions caused by Erchonia
laser photons produce a change in physiology, through similar if
not the same biological pathways of pharmaceutical drugs. The
mechanism of action is completely nonthermal.
Following trauma to the low back, the inflammation phase
is formed by the enzyme Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2). Inhibition
of cyclooxygenase (Cox) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) protects
cells against injury from inflammation and oxidative stress,
which is the most likely mechanism of action for NSAID-mediated
analgesia [27]. Comparable effects have been documented
following exposure to red LLLT were a significant reduction in
COX-2 mRNA expression was found in the sub plantar (~2.5-fold)
and brain (4.84-9.67-fold) tissues [28]. Normally, lesion-induced
pain subsides and does not develop into chronic pain. A probable
factor in the pathophysiology of low back pain and the transition
to a chronic state is considered to be due to the lack of nitric oxide
(NO) [29]. Irradiation of 635 nm laser has shown to produce a
significant upregulation of iNOS after a single treatment of post
inflammation induction, whereas other wavelengths (785, 808
and 905 nm) were not significantly different from the control
group [30]. Considering the low quantum energy per photon for
the 785 to 905 nm range, equal to 1.52 to 1.37 eV, they apparently
do not induce direct photochemistry as the minimum quantum
energy for cis-trans isomerization is on the order of 1.7 eV [30].

The modulation of transcription factors has become
a common therapeutic strategy to prevent or provoke the
expression of specific genes, and the approach could potentially
provide a means to treat a wide assortment of medical disorders.
Red laser can play a direct role in gene expression by first
stimulating cytochrome C oxidase which accelerates the electron
transport leading to increased ATP production [31,32]. At the
same time, this photochemistry is linked to the generation of ROS
[33]. In higher concentrations ROS can be cytotoxic, however,
in lower concentrations it can result in the activation of various
transcription factors such as NF-kB33, AP-133, and HSP33,
which increases signaling pathway and gene expression leading
to increased protein synthesis [33], and cell homeostasis [34]. A
substantial amount of evidence has been published that supports
the theory that laser irradiation within the red spectrum does
play a unique role in the expression of specific genes. Perhaps
the most significant was Zhang et al. who used cDNA microarray
technique to investigate the gene expression profiles of human
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fibroblasts irradiated by low-intensity red light [35]. The gene
expression profiles revealed that 111 genes were regulated by
the red-light irradiation and can be grouped into 10 functional
categories [35]. The affected genes were related to cell growth,
collagen production, microcirculation, antiapoptotic, DNA repair,
and antioxidation.

Conclusion

Based on the data of 120 subjects, the use of red 635 nm
non-thermal laser is an effective means for reducing episodic
chronic low back pain of musculoskeletal origin. At the end of
the study, most subjects treated with the low-level laser (80%)
achieved a ≥ 30% decrease in baseline LBP VAS scores vs. 28% of
subjects treated with the placebo device. In addition, one of the
reviewed studies documented changes in the Oswestry disability
index, which demonstrated a clinically meaningful improvement
in the LLLT treated group [36]. Although additional studies are
warranted, the noninvasive nature of laser therapy enables this
technology to serve as a primary treatment of chronic low back
pain.
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